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mywalit is the original multicolour leather goods brand founded in Lucca, Italy. The imaginative colour 
combinations, the use of the finest leathers from around the world and the impeccable craftmanship 
of the products are the distinctive signs of the brand. Colours are harmonized in many hues and the 
result is a unique collection of hundreds of shades.

Autumn Winter 2018-19 at mywalit sees the addition of two rich new colours Denim and Storm, 
following the key colour trends of this season.

Denim is inspired by the iconic fashion item, jeans. It combines stonewashed light grey with a classic 
blue-jeans tone and a stylish navy for an accessory that's always on point.

A tempestuous night sky is the idea behind new Storm. Its striking mix of iron grey and highlights of 
silver is completed with a splash of bold magenta. 

Also new for this season: RFID protection in our solid colour wallets and some key styles!

An exciting new texture makes its debut in our men's range this autumn: Voyager is a collection of 
light and spacious canvas bags, made from 100% cotton with a waterproof coating and finished with 
leather details. 
Available in black and khaki shades in essential styles, for the ultimate urban range.

All mywalit's ranges are designed with an eye for practicality. 
Both our small leather goods and our bag collections feature card slots, zip pockets and internal 
pouches to guarantee maximum utility and make them perfect for everyday use.



NEW FOR AUTUMN WINTER 

 GIFT RANGE 

  1253 | Envelope Card Holder    1255 | Flap Coin purse with note section    1257 | 8 CC zip around wallet  

  1259 | Large Zip Around Purse    1260 | Large Double Zipped Organiser    1261 | Passport Holder  

New AW sees  very interesting wallets and purses and a brand new “Gift Range”! 

Whether you are treating someone for a special occasion or simply treating yourself, our gift 
range offers beautiful timeless pieces in our signature high quality leather



 RFID PROTECTED 

 SOLID COLOURS 

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) 
technology is a convenient way to store and 
transmit useful information and is used in most 
credit cards.

Unfortunately this sensitive data is at risk from 
unauthorized use. 

The metal coated fabric interlining blocks 99% 
of all frequencies used toillegally capture RFID 
information, keeping your DATA SAFE.

The RFID protection interlining is offered in some 
key styles and in our “Solid Colours” Range.



 VOYAGER 

 TRAVEL 

 BAGS COLLECTION 

Made from 100% cotton with a waterproof 
coating and finished with leather details, our 
canvas bags are light, fresh and spacious.

Colourful, exciting & fun...just like your 
adventures! 

These great pieces will take you from 
home, through the airport and onto exotic 
destinations whilst removing the frustrations 
of never being able to find your passport.

Lots to choose from!  Mywalit selection of AW 
bags has something to offert to everyone’s 
taste.

Our new ranges combine style with 
class, bags and purses that are compact, 
contemporary and feminine to create a look 
which is practical and versatile!
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 RHODES 

 AMARANTE 

 LIMA 

Our new classic range with super 
practical styles in bold colours 
that you can't live without. 

Once you feel the quality of our 
full grain leather you will snap up 
the rest of the collection in a flash!

Our designers love this collection! 
Bold, functional and with a flash 
of colour what's not to love 
about the trio that make up the 
Amarante collection.

Made with our soft, slouchy full 
grain leather this collection is 
beautifully simple with sleek 
detailing that compliment the 
functionality of the pieces



 ARUBA 

 MARSEILLE 

 CARACAS 

A 3 piece collection that features 
some of our most popular styles, 
including a backpack. 

This range has added appeal with 
our signature bespoke webbing 
on the straps and quilting detail 
on the leather.

A classic collection that has 
beautiful finishing details, 
including metal zips and contrast 
piping.

A playful collection that will add 
some colour to any wardrobe as 
the days get shorter, a collection 
to take you from day to evening.


